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Shared ecological data have the potential to revolutionize ecological research just as shared genetic sequence
data have done for biological research. However, for ecological data to be useful, it must first be discoverable. A
broad-scale research topic may require that a researcher be able to locate suitable data from a variety of global,
regional and national data providers, which often use different local languages to describe their data. Thus, one
of the challenges of international sharing of long-term data is facilitation of multilingual searches. Such searches
are hindered by lack of equivalent terms across languages and by uneven application of keywords in ecological
metadata. To test whether a thesaurus-based approach to multilingual data searchingmight be effective, we im-
plemented a prototype web-services-based system for searching International Long-Term Ecological Research
Network data repositories. The system builds on the use of amultilingual thesaurus tomake searchesmore com-
plete than would be obtained through search term-translation alone. The resulting system, when coupled to
commodity online translation systems, demonstrates the possibility of achieving multilingual searches for eco-
logical data.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The International Long-Term Ecological Research (ILTER) Network,
consisting of site-based research networks in 40 countries, collects
long-term research andmonitoring data frommany ecosystems around
the globe. Since its inception in 1993, this “network of networks” has
collected a wide variety of data at its 633 sites (Fig. 1). The aim of the
ILTER is to contribute to the understanding of international ecological
and socio-economic issues through the synthesis of data at broad tem-
poral and spatial scales that may span multiple countries (Vihervaara
et al., 2013; Haase et al., 2016). One barrier to compiling datasets to
explore data from more than one country is the multilingual nature of
the ILTER's data archives (Vanderbilt et al., 2010, 2015). Each national
networkmanages its data using its own local language. This poses a dif-
ficulty for scientists seeking data outside of their own national network.
Successful sharing of data and information in the ILTER requires a com-
mon language that imparts understanding of what the data mean, as
well as tools to do cross-language information retrieval.

One tool that can be used to help facilitate data discovery is a thesau-
rus. A thesaurus is a structured and organized set of terms, usually about
a specific domain, that can be used to index datasets or documents so
that end-users can retrieve relevant information when searching using
those terms (Broughton, 2006). Thesaurus terms are cross-referenced
to other terms in the thesaurus that may be equivalent (synonyms),
narrower than, broader than, or related to the term (Fig. 2) (Clarke,
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Fig. 1. International Long-Term Ecological Research (ILTER) Network research site locations.
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2001). This structure serves as a navigational aid to an end-user, placing
terms in a hierarchical context and alerting the user to related terms to
search with. A thesaurus also constrains the terms that a data creator
can choose from as they select suitable terms to describe their docu-
ments or datasets. Both the data creator and end-user benefit from hav-
ing a controlled list of vocabulary terms from which to select. A
monolingual thesaurus is useful within a single national LTER network,
but to facilitate data discovery across the whole ILTER network,
Fig. 2. An excerpt from AGROVOC illustrating the hierarchical nature of a thesaurus.
Descriptors mean: BT: broader than; NT: narrower term; RT: related term; UF: used for.
For a data creator designating keywords for a dataset, the thesaurus would tell them to
use the term “carbon dioxide” instead of CO2. An end-user searching for data indexed
with the term “Primary Productivity” would retrieve records tagged with “Trophic
Levels” as well, if the query engine is set to return “related terms.”
adoption of amultilingual thesaurus is needed. Severalmultilingual the-
sauri exist for the environmental domain, but they are too broad for use
by the ILTER (e.g., GEMET (GeneralMultilingual Environmental Thesau-
rus; http://www.eionet.europa.eu/gemet) and AGROVOC (Multilingual
Agricultural Thesaurus; http://www4.fao.org/faobib/kwocinana.html)).

Evenwithin a singlemonolingual LTER Network, creating a thesaurus
is a challenge. Thesaurus creatorsmust first select terms to include in the
thesaurus. These will come from published lists, dictionaries, databases,
or the collection of items that will be indexed by the thesaurus
(Broughton, 2006). Then, the preferred termmust be selected from syn-
onyms or spelling variants (e.g., color vs. colour), and the terms organized
into a hierarchical structure. Related terms are then organized into a hier-
archical structure specifying "broader than," "narrower than," "related
to," and "use for" relationships between terms (ANSI/NISO, 2010).

Methods for creating a multilingual thesaurus include merging
existing monolingual thesauri, starting with a new thesaurus and con-
sidering multiple languages from the outset, or translating an existing
thesaurus intomultiple languages (IFLA, 2009). Nomatter the approach
taken, term equivalence and structural challengeswill likely be encoun-
tered (Jorna and Davies, 2001). In the context of a multilingual thesau-
rus, equivalent terms should be both semantically (i.e., the terms have
the samemeaning) and culturally equivalent (IFLA, 2009). Partial equiv-
alence may arise when a term in one language has a somewhat broader
or narrowermeaning than a term in another language, or the translated
term may have a different cultural connotation. The terms “loud” and
“noisy”, for instance, both mean “easily audible”, but are only partially
equivalent because “noisy” has a more negative connotation than
“loud”. An equivalent term in one languagemaynot exist for a particular
concept in another, and two terms in one language may be required to
capture the meaning of the preferred term in the other. Semantic and
cultural differences in the use of terms may result in non-symmetrical
hierarchies of terms in different languages. However, one advantage
to using a multilingual thesaurus, rather than a simple list of translated
words, is that concepts that may be ambiguous or difficult at one level
may be direct translations at another level in the hierarchy. For exam-
ple, Vanderbilt et al. (2010) showed how the Japanese and English
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concepts for “wetlands” are different, but many lower-level units (dif-
ferent types of wetlands such as salt marsh or mangrove) are similar.
So searches on the high-level term will still find data tagged with the
more specific terms.

Ideally, an ILTER end-user would query the ILTER data archive using
a term in their own local language, and be able to retrieve resources
taggedwith that term in other languages in the database. To accomplish
this query, software is needed that can use themultilingual thesaurus to
find translations and then query stores of ILTER data using the translat-
ed terms. The adoption of a common software stack andmetadata stan-
dard for managing data in many ILTER national networks makes this
task tractable. In 2010, ILTERmembers agreed to use EcologicalMetada-
ta Language (EML) (Fegraus et al., 2005) as the metadata standard for
the network (Vanderbilt et al., 2010). EML is implemented as a set of
XML schemas that can be used in an extensible manner to document
ecological data. Metacat (Berkley et al., 2001), a database for storing
data packages (i.e., data + metadata) is an open-source solution for
managing data and metadata and many ILTER network members use
it (e.g., Lin et al., 2008; Ohte et al., 2012).Metacat stores XMLdocuments
in a relational database, from which they can be queried using a path-
oriented query language. Metacatwill storemetadata documents in dif-
ferent languages. ILTER data are not stored in one centralized location,
but in a distributed system of Metacats.

In 2012, the “Semantic Approaches to Discovery of Multilingual
ILTER Data” workshop was held at the East China Normal University in
Shanghai, China to explore how to improve data discoverability in the
multilingual ILTER data archives. The results of that workshop were
wide-ranging, varying from evaluation of search resources, enhance-
ment of existing thesauri and development of a prototype distributed
ecological data system. Here we describe the steps required to build a
prototype web-service-based multilingual data search system, includ-
ing development of base thesauri, both monolingual and multilingual,
development of interfaces and search tools and subjective assessments
of the prototype multilingual data search system. We also discuss les-
sons learned from the prototype that can be used to guide creation of
a production system, and the degree to which web-based automated
translations might be used to make full metadata translations available.

2. Building a monolingual thesaurus

An example of the process of building a thesaurus comes from the
U.S. LTER Network. Historically, most keywords used to characterize
datasets at U.S. LTER siteswere uncontrolled. Theywere selected entire-
ly by the data creatorwithout reference towords used in other datasets.
One of the challenges facing researchers in discovering data from LTER
sites was inconsistent application of keywords. A researcher interested
in carbon dioxidemeasurements would need to search on both “Carbon
Dioxide” and “CO2.” Moreover, the existing set of keywords was highly
diverse. For example, in a 2006 survey of Ecological Metadata Language
(EML) documents in the LTER Data Catalog, over half the keywords
(1616 of 3206) were used in only a single dataset, and only 104 (3%)
of the keywords were used at five or more different LTER sites (Porter,
2006, Porter and Costa, 2006).

To address this problem, in 2005 the U.S. LTER InformationManage-
ment Committee (comprised of one information manager from each of
the 26 US LTER sites) established an ad hoc “Controlled Vocabulary
Working Group” and charged it with studying the problem and propos-
ing solutions. The group compiled and analyzed keywords found in
LTER datasets and documents, and identified external lexicographical
resources, such as controlled vocabularies, thesauri and ontologies,
that might be applied to the problem (Porter, 2010). Initially the work-
ing group attempted to identify existing resources, such as the GEMET
Thesaurus, the Global Change Master Directory keyword list, and the
National Biological Information Infrastructure (NBII) Thesaurus (now
the U.S. Geological Survey Biocomplexity Thesaurus), that LTER might
be able to adopt wholesale. Unfortunately, using matches with
widely-used LTER keywords as a metric, none of the external resources
proved to be suitable. Too many keywords commonly used in LTER
datasets were absent from the existing lexicographical resources. So,
starting in 2008 the working group focused on developing an LTER-
specific controlled vocabulary, ultimately identifying a list of approxi-
mately 600 keywords that were either used by two or more LTER
sites, or were found in one of the external resources (NBII Thesaurus
and Global Change Master Directory Keyword List). Excluded from the
list were taxonomic names for species and names of geographic loca-
tions, as these were considered to be better addressed using existing
taxonomic resources and gazetteers. The formof keywordswere adjust-
ed to conform to the recommendations of the international standard for
controlled vocabularies (ANSI/NISO, 2010), but the original forms were
preserved as synonyms or “use for” terms to facilitate searching. This
draft list was then circulated to members of the U.S. LTER Information
Management Committee for suggested additions and deletions, which
were then voted upon (Porter, 2010).

Organization of the keywords into a polytaxonomy (i.e., multiple
taxonomies) and thesaurus followed the recommendations of the
“Guidelines for the Construction, Format, andManagement of Monolin-
gual Controlled Vocabularies” (ANSI/NISO, 2010). Members of the Con-
trolled Vocabulary Working Group classified each keyword into one of
six different types (things, properties, processes, materials, disciplines,
and events). This greatly simplified the organizational process by
allowing them to focus on a smaller subset of terms when organizing
them into a hierarchical structure, or taxonomy. Using the Tematres on-
line thesaurus software (http://www.vocabularyserver.com/index.
html), ten taxonomies were created. Four taxonomies were of type
“things” (Organisms, Ecosystems, Organizational units, and Substrates),
two taxonomies were of type “processes” (Processes, Methods) and the
other four taxonomies (Substances, Measurements, Events, and Disci-
plines) were each of one of the four remaining types. Some additional
terms were added to facilitate grouping (e.g., “hydrologic properties”)
and some terms that were found to be too ambiguous when used
alone (e.g., “aboveground”) were deleted. Synonyms, abbreviations,
variant spellings were added as “use for” terms to facilitate searching
of existing metadata documents that had not yet been revised to incor-
porate preferred terms. Version 1.0 of the U.S. LTER Controlled Vocabu-
lary Working Group Thesaurus contained 627 preferred terms and an
additional 150 “use for” terms (http://vocab.lternet.edu, Porter, 2010).

3. Creating a multilingual thesaurus

EnvThes is a thesaurus developed by European projects EnvEurope
(http://www.enveurope.eu/) and ExpeER (http://expeeronline.eu/). It
provides a common set of defined concepts that can be used to annotate
the heterogeneous data collected and managed in different ways at re-
search sites throughout Europe. It was selected for use by the ILTER be-
cause it is the most comprehensive list of terms available to describe
LTER activities of ecological monitoring, research, and experiments.

EnvThes is constructed from several existing vocabularies and the-
sauri, including the U.S. LTER Thesaurus. To create a comprehensive
list of concepts covering the wide range of disciplines studied by the
European ecological community, terms from the INSPIRE spatial data
themes (http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm/pageid/2/list/7), EUNIS
habitat types (http://eunis.eea.europa.eu/habitats.jsp), and NASA units
controlled vocabularies were included (Schentz et al., 2013). English
was established as the main language of EnvThes, and translations of
concept definitions were made to provide multilingualism. English
terms may or may not have translations, depending on the resources
available for translation and the degree of equivalence of the translated
term. EnvThes terms are linked to definitions in existing vocabularies
such as AGROVOC (http://aims.fao.org/standards/agrovoc/about),
Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page), EUROVOC
(http://eurovoc.europa.eu/), GEMET (http://www.eionet.europa.eu/
gemet/), and EARTh (http://uta.iia.cnr.it/earth.htm), so that EnvThes is
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part of a web of interlinked thesauri. Domain scientists do the transla-
tion of the concept definitions. Aswas the U.S. LTER Thesaurus, EnvThes
is implemented using the Simple Knowledge Organization System
(SKOS; Miles and Bechhofer, 2009) which allows these links to indicate
“exact match”, “close match”, “narrow match”, “broader match” and
“relatedmatch”. This systemof linked thesauri creates a stable semantic
reference for terms in EnvThes.

EnvThes, at the time the 2012 workshop, had terms translated into
fourteen European languages. Additional languages needed to be
added, because thirty-three languages are used in the ILTER. During
the workshop Korean, Japanese, and Chinese participants contributed
to the work by translating the 627 terms from the US LTER Thesaurus
that are in EnvThes. This was readily achieved during the workshop, al-
though some of the English terms did not have exact equivalents in the
target language. Regional biases for termswere noted, e.g., “typhoon” is
the English word used for “hurricane” in Asia, but in EnvThes the pre-
ferred term is “hurricane” which reflects the preferred term in the US
LTER Thesaurus.

4. Multilingual search prototype

4.1. Implementation

Aweb-services frameworkwas adopted for development of the pro-
totype multilingual ecological data search engine. Use of web services
facilitated the use of existing systems and eliminated the need to dupli-
cate existing functionality. EnvThes is currently implemented using the
Resource Description Framework (RDF)-based TopBraid software
(http://www.topquadrant.com/) which incorporates a SPARQL end-
point for remote access. Similarly, theMetacat data catalogs incorporate
a web-services application programming interface (API) that allow
queries to be submitted as XML documents, with the results returned
as XML as well. For ease in integration with the web, web services to
perform the needed functions were written in the PHP language. The
ARC2 PHP module was used to facilitate communication with an
EnvThes instance established to support the prototype using SPARQL.

Implementation of the prototype thesaurus-enhanced multilingual
search interface required several components (Fig. 3):

• Preferred-term autocomplete – Helps guide users to existing terms;
• Thesaurus – Needed to make connections between terms;
• Search interface – Web page from which users select terms to search
in their local language;

• Enhancer – Uses the underlying Thesaurus to generate an expanded
list of search terms by including synonyms and narrower or related
terms to the user-provided term;

• Translator – Translates the original search term and expanded terms
into the language needed for the search engine;
Fig. 3. Diagram of multilingual search system elements.
• Search preparation – Formats the translated and enhanced terms into
a query suitable for use with a specific data catalog or search engine;

• Data catalog(s) – Stores themetadata, searches based on the prepared
query, and returns a list of matching datasets;

• Display engine – Translates the list of matching datasets into an at-
tractive, user-readable form.

In the prototype, the process of identifying the initial preferred term
was facilitated in the online search form by using an “autocomplete” list
that suggested keywords from the thesaurus when a user started to
type in a search string. This helped reduce “misses” caused by misspell-
ings or selection of words not in the thesaurus. However, we did not im-
plement this function for languages that use ideograms, such as Chinese,
Japanese and Korean. For those languages a browse-based system may
be preferable over an autocomplete system.

In our case, wewere able to combine the Enhancer and the Translator
functions by using the EnvThesMultilingual Thesaurus. In that thesaurus
each preferred term is linked to a concept. Each concept has multiple al-
ternative labels in different languages. Thus, a list of keywords for an en-
hancedmultilingual search can be created by identifying a preferred term
to serve as a starting point (e.g., “aquatic ecosystems”). Synonyms and
narrower and/or related terms can then be identified and alternate labels
in a particular language extracted (e.g., in French: “Lac”, “Rivière”, and
“Ruisseau”). Once a list of terms has been extracted in the desired lan-
guage, they need to be formatted into a form suitable for use in a search
engine. In our prototype application, our targets were all Metacat data
catalogs (Jones et al., 2001). These supported a web service interface
that used a format known as “pathquery” which specified what should
be searched and how elements of a search should be combined. In our
case, we simply used a “union” operator to return datasets that had any
one of the keywords in the enhanced search in it. The resulting list was
reformatted using an XML stylesheet for viewing by the user.

4.2. Interface

A sample workflow shows the web pages seen by users during a
search (Fig. 4). It starts with language selection, so that the proper
autocomplete list of words in the user's local language can be displayed
for the user and the appropriate language for the final search selected. It
then proceeds to obtain the search term. The prototype takes the search
term and translates and expands that term using multiple calls to the
multilingual thesaurus. Multiple calls are needed because the thesaurus
software typically returns only a single level of a hierarchy at a time, so
burrowing down multiple levels requires multiple calls. In the proto-
type, resultant sets of search terms, ordered by complexity
(e.g., synonyms only, synonyms and narrower terms, synonyms,
narrower terms and related terms) are provided for the user to view.
However, this step could be omitted for a production system and the
search at a pre-determined level of complexity run automatically. The
user is then queried for the data catalog to search and the search results
are displayed. Each data catalog typically contains metadata only in the
local language, although some may support more than one language.
Translations are made into only a single language, so in the case
where the Metacat contains more than one language, the user chooses
which language to query.

A potential enhancement to the system would be to automate
searches of multiple data catalogs, each in their preferred language.
However, this would require that the enhancement/translation step
be repeatedmultiple times and that the results returned from thediffer-
ent data catalogs be integrated, with any duplicates removed. The web
services approach used in this prototype system would also allow
non-Metacat data catalogs to be queried. For instance, the Chinese Eco-
system Research Network (CERN) does not use Metacat or EML, but
could still use web services to received queries translated into Chinese
from the prototype system and then return target datasets.

http://www.topquadrant.com
Image of Fig. 3


Fig. 4.A prototype system formultilingual searching of ecological data. The user selects the language theywish to use for search input (e.g., Swedish) and theMetacat to be searched (e.g.,
Taiwan Forestry Research Institute (TFRI) Metacat). A term autocomplete list in Swedish guides the searcher towards terms in the thesaurus. The thesaurus is used to select additional
terms such as synonyms or narrower terms prior to preparing a search. The enhanced search “pathQuery” is then sent to the TFRI Metacat after being translated into the language
appropriate for that particular Metacat (Chinese in this case).
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4.3. Evaluation

The prototype multilingual search application was effective in im-
proving most searches. By automatically expanding the number of
search terms to include synonyms and narrower terms, most test
searches were able to return relevant datasets. However, there were
some limitations apparent in the prototype. First the number of trans-
lated terms varied widely across languages within the thesaurus. En-
glish had the largest number of terms in the EnvThes thesaurus used
at the workshop, with over 1000 terms. In contrast many other lan-
guages were represented by 100 terms or fewer and a few, such as tra-
ditional Chinesewere represented by fewer than 10. Thismeant that the
effectiveness of the keyword enhancement for translation into those
languages was relatively limited. However, effectiveness was still en-
hanced if the user-supplied search term could be translated into English
and the resulting set of terms extracted from the thesaurus could be
used. The translation of over 600 terms into Japanese, Chinese (simple),
Chinese (traditional) and Korean during the workshop should dramati-
cally help to remedy this limitation in subsequent versions of the
EnvThes thesaurus, at least for Asian languages.

A second limitation was speed. The prototype multilingual data
search was too slow to be used as a production implementation. Often
several minutes might be required at the search enhancement and
data search stages of the process. Therewere several bottlenecks associ-
ated with the system. First, the system was highly distributed, with the
search interface in the United States, the thesaurus in Europe and the
data catalogs in Taiwan, Japan, Spain, Brazil, Malaysia and the United
States. Internet latency in any of the long-distance links caused the sys-
tem to slow down. Secondly, the web services provided by the thesau-
rus were effective, but also limited in scope. As noted above, any term

Image of Fig. 4
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could be extracted based on language and its relation to other terms
within the thesaurus, but each level traversed in the thesaurus required
that a separate web service query be sent for each of the members at
that level. Thus, if the search term “soil” had 10 “child” terms, the key-
word enhancement tool would need to perform 11 individual queries
(the first on soil, then one each on each of the child terms). But if each
of those child terms each had 10 additional children, the total number
of required queries would be 111, each of them involving an interconti-
nental trip across the network. Additionally, for the purposes of testing,
the prototype tool created alternative sets of search terms, using differ-
ent rules regarding what should be included (e.g., synonyms only, syn-
onyms and narrower, synonyms, narrower and related, and synonyms,
narrower, related and the narrower terms of the related terms) that the
user could select. This required that the entire enhancement process be
repeated several times. Finally, the “pathQuery” search engine in the
Metacat server is slow, especially when confronted with a large or com-
plex query, such as those generated by the search enhancement web
service. Complex searches could take up to several minutes to return a
result.

Most of these performance difficulties can be relatively easily ad-
dressed in a production system. Eliminating themultiple search options
(i.e., only searching for synonyms and narrower terms) is one obvious
way to speed up the system. Similarly, moving the query-intensive
functions closer to the server being queried would be a substantial
help in reducing network latency. If necessary, applications that operate
directly on the thesaurus database, rather than indirectly through aweb
service, could be used to reduce the time spent processing queries. If a
single query sent to the thesaurus server could return the full hierarchy
of needed terms instead of only a single level, speed would be substan-
tially enhanced. Additionally, upgrades in theweb service support in the
component software could speed up searches. For example, recent ver-
sions of the Metacat software have added the capability to use the ex-
tremely fast Apache Solr search engine (Shahi, 2015), in place of the
very general, but also very slow, “pathQuery” search. Finally, for a pro-
duction system, periodic caching of either enhanced search term lists
or even caching of data search results could drastically improve
performance.

5. Automated translation of metadata

The multilingual search tool can help users locate suitable data, but
that data will still not be useful if researchers cannot correctly interpret
the metadata itself. It is beyond the scope of the prototype multilingual
search system to provide full translations of the metadata. However,
there are a variety of web-accessible translation engines that might be
applied to this task. To evaluate the adequacy of those engines, we ex-
tracted the abstract from an EML metadata document and used several
different web translation tools to transform it into English and com-
pared that to the direct translation provided by the metadata author.

The original abstract was in Chinese (traditional):
本研究主要在建立觀霧地區大鹿林道鍬形蟲之物種名錄及族群數量等資

料,自2002年4月至2003年3月間,於觀霧地區之大鹿林道設置樣站,以夜間燈光

採集 法、沿路調查法、誘餌採集法和朽木採集法等四種方法進行調查。本區全

年共記錄14屬28種440隻鍬形蟲,其中以高砂深山鍬形蟲(Lucanus
taiwanus)為最優勢的種類,佔全部記錄數量的13.6%。

The translations of this paragraph were:

Google Translate Version http://translate.google.com/
This study aimed to establish Guanwu area Dalu Forest Road stag in-

sects of the species directory and ethnic groups number and other infor-
mation from April 2002 to March 2003, in view of the fog area of the
large deer forest roads set the kind of station, the night light collection
method along survey, bait collection and deadwood collection of four
methods of investigation. This year, recorded a total of 14 genera of 28
kinds, 440, stag beetles, including high sand mountains stag beetles
(Lucanus taiwanus) was the most dominant species, accounting for
13.6% of all records.

Bing Translate Version http://www.microsofttranslator.com/
This study mainly in view of establishing fog area lulindao rohac of

list and data such as numbers of species, from April 2002 to March
2003, in view of fog district of lulindao station, along to night-time light-
ing collection law, investigation, decoy collection and Deadwood collec-
tion law, four kinds of methods to investigate. This area a total of 28
species of the record 14 440 rohac, mountains with high sand shovel-
shaped beetle (Lucanus taiwanus) for most types of advantages, 13.6%
percent of total recorded amount.

World Lingo Version http://www.worldlingo.com/en/products_
services/worldlingo_translator.html
This researchmainly establishment view fog areamoose wood-road

spade shape insect in materials and so on species of name list and tribal
grouping tribal group quantity, from from April, 2002 to March, 2003
between, Yu Guanwu moose of wood-road establishment type station
the area, by at night light gathering law, along the road the survey pro-
cedure, the bait gathering lawand the rottenwood gathering lawand so
on four methods carried on the investigation. The home court whole
year altogether records 14 to be 28 kind of 440 spade shape insect, in
which take the high granulated substance remote mountain spade
shape insect (Lucanus taiwanus) as the most superiority type, occupies
records quantity completely 13.6%.

Finally, the author's original English Version was:
The purpose of this study was to draw up a namelist of stag beetles

with their abundances along the Da-lu Forest Road in the Kuanwu
area of northwestern Taiwan. From April 2002 to March 2003, four dif-
ferent methods, including light traps, transect line sampling, bait sam-
pling, and rotten wood chopping method, were used in the
investigation. In total, 28 species belonging to 14 genera of Lucanidae
with 440 of stag beetles were recorded during this investigation in the
Kuanwu area. The most abundant species was Lucanus taiwanus which
accounted for 13.6% of total individuals.

Although none of the translations successfully captured a fully intel-
ligible version of all themethods used to census stag beetles, it is at least
possible to understand enough of the abstract to determinewhether the
dataset might be useful. It is even likely that someone familiar with the
different sampling approaches used to observe stag beetles would be
able to correctly discern which methods were used, even if the termi-
nology is not typical.

We also reversed the process. When the original English abstract
was translated to Chinese, co-author Sheng-Shan Lu noted that the
grammar was incorrect and some characters were not in the correct
order. The collection methods were also not fully understandable, just
as they had been in the Chinese to English translation. He estimates
that he understood about 60% of the meaning of the translation and
this was sufficient to allow a determination about its usefulness to
him. A similar test was done for Japanese to English and vice-versa,
and the accuracy of translation was judged to be about 60% correct in
both directions.

Translation success of English to Swedish and the reverse were also
testedwithGoogle Translate. As onewould expect because Swedish and
English are more closely related languages, automatic translations from
Swedish to English or the reverse are quite good. The automatic transla-
tions were at least 90% semantically equivalent.

We did not attempt to replicate this translation experiment on all
parts of the metadata. It is likely that the parts of the metadata relating
to the actual structure of the underlying data tables should be even
more intelligible. By combining translations of the metadata about the

http://translate.google.com/
http://www.microsofttranslator.com/
http://www.worldlingo.com/en/products_services/worldlingo_translator.html
http://www.worldlingo.com/en/products_services/worldlingo_translator.html
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column headers and descriptions with the relevant units, a more nu-
anced understanding of the data in a column can be achieved. For exam-
ple, if a measurement of “annual nitrogen deposition rate” is
mistranslated as “nitrogen in year”, the underlying unit of “grams per
meter squared per year” or “g/m2/yr” should help to clarify any
ambiguity.
6. Discussion

General ecological theories are best tested using data from widely-
disparate systems (Tonn et al., 1990, Brown, 1995). Ecological processes
that are important at a local scale may be quite different from those at
regional and global scales (Levin, 1992, Lawton, 1999, Gross et al.,
2000). A common approach is to mine the ecological literature for
data, but such data are often summarized or incomplete. Access to
raw and voluminous ecological data via data repositories provides
new opportunities (Michener and Jones, 2012), but also demand bridg-
ing language gaps in order to locate and access ecological data from dif-
ferent regions or continents.

Online searching for data even in a single language can be complicat-
ed. We found that for the U.S. LTER sites, uncontrolled application of
user-supplied keywords resulted in over 3000 keywords, the majority
of which were used only once. The experience was much the same for
the Taiwan data system. They found that almost 69% (990 of 1305) of
the keywords were used only in a single dataset, and only 36 (2.8%) of
the keywords were used at five or more times. Such a wealth of key-
word diversity means that most searches based on a single keyword
would result in only a single dataset, and that finding related datasets
would require repeated searches of using different terms related to a
subject. The situation is even more difficult in a multilingual context.
The Taiwan Forestry Research Institute found that the English and Chi-
nese keywords from their Metacat were used often in uncontrolled
and inconsistent ways, even by the same authors. The same concepts
in English keywords differed in spelling or could be singular or plural.
Inconsistencies were also found in the Chinese terms used that meant
the same thing. As an example, the term “wireless sensor network
(WSN)”was annotated inconsistently in Chinese. They found three dif-
ferent translations in Chinese for WSN,無線感測網 (five Chinese charac-
ters), 無線感測網路 (six Chinese characters), 無線感應器網絡(seven
Chinese characters). The Chinese characters used vary from five to
seven, but still had the same meaning.

There are two parallel approaches that can be used to help improve
the reliability and efficiency of searches. One is to encourage, or require,
the use of keywords drawn from a controlled vocabulary, thesaurus or
ontology. Use of these preferred terms can help to remedy the “one key-
word, one dataset” problem, because multiple datasets will share key-
words. Moreover it addresses the unnecessary and confusing variation
caused by variant spellings or the use of plural vs singular. For new
metadata, autocomplete forms or keyword browsers can help guide
users to preferred terms when preparing metadata. However, for
existingmetadata this approach can be time-consuming and expensive,
because it requires going back through existingmetadata to standardize
selection of keywords. However, typically keywordswill still be in a sin-
gle language, so translation problems remain.

The other approach, that we tested here, is to increase the intelli-
gence of the search process through the use of a multilingual thesaurus.
Inclusion of synonyms or “use for” terms in the thesaurus can address
the issues associated with variant spellings or use of plural vs singular
terms. Additionally, the structure available in a thesaurus, where more
specific terms can be linked to broader “parent” terms, allows a much
more complete and reliable search to be run. For example, a search on
“forests” will also return datasets that include the narrower term
“trees,” even though the term “forest” is never mentioned in the meta-
data. The tasks of translation can be moved from the metadata creation
into the creation of the multilingual thesaurus, where each term need
only be translated once.

These two approaches are complementary. As the quality ofmetada-
ta documents is improved by the inclusion of standardized, preferred
terms, so is the quality of searches provided through use of themultilin-
gual thesaurus. However, there are also other approaches, such as free-
text searches that do not depend on the identification of specific key-
words. The relative brevity of many metadata documents, relative to
text documents written for more general purposes, may pose a chal-
lenge for free-text searches. Moreover, if the search does not utilize
the context provided by the structural descriptors that are used to de-
fine different components of the metadata, it is likely to return many
false results. For example, a search for the researcher with the surname
“Young” may be confounded with all manner of youthful organisms,
such as “young leaves” and “young of the year”; not tomention the pop-
ularwind sensormanufactured by the “R.M. Young Company.” Searches
that focus on particular elements of a metadata document, such as title
and keywords, are less likely to make such mistakes.

Generally, studies have shown that use of a preferred term list can
improve search precision (Mackenzie-Robb, 2010) over free-text
searches. One of the primary advantages the multilingual thesaurus
has over free-text search is in its accuracy of results. The use of preferred
terms ensures that the meaning of terms is known and assures consis-
tency in termuse that can improve search performance. Use of a thesau-
rus can also reduce irrelevant returns from free-term searches that are
often caused by the inherent ambiguity of natural language and incom-
patibilities in translation of these terms. Of course, to attain this im-
proved accuracy will exact a price. Research projects will need to
adopt the thesaurus as a means for assigning terms to data resources.
Limited term assignment will lead to unsatisfactory search results that
miss relevant resources. Generation ofmultilingual thesauri is also chal-
lenging. In addition to thework required to generate amonolingual the-
saurus, domain experts in each language will need to review and revise
any automatic term and term definition translations to assure the term
and its definition match the original concept. Additionally, terms for
many languages will need to be manually translated. Beyond the work
of creating a thesaurus, there are alsomanagement tasks, such as adding
and defining new terms, deprecating outdated terms, and relating
terms as needed.

Here we implemented enhanced searches using a single multilin-
gual thesaurus, albeit one assembled from parts of existing thesauri.
However, there is no reason that searches could not be enhanced
using multiple thesauri, with synonyms and narrower terms drawn
from several thesauri or ontologies. The main challenges would be de-
veloping the neededweb services to harvest terms from each thesaurus
and eliminating redundant terms. There would also be performance
concerns, as the search could proceed only as fast as the slowest of the
thesauri, and the larger number of search terms could slow down the
search engines associated with data catalogs.

As discussed by Vanderbilt et al. (2010), multilingual ontologies,
rather than thesauri, may offer the best long-term solution for facilitat-
ing sophisticated and accurate data discovery. Ontologies are models of
concepts and their relationships within a scientific domain. Ontologies
offer more relationship types (e.g., is-a, has-part, located-in) with
which to capture semantic relationships between concepts (Madin
et al., 2008). Work is ongoing to develop ontologies for the biological
and ecological domains, in particular, the Biological Collections
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Ontology, the Environment Ontology, and the Population and Commu-
nity Ontology (Walls et al., 2014). Vanderbilt et al. (2010) envisioned
linking multiple monolingual ontologies with a core ontology
(e.g., OBOE, Madin et al., 2007; SERONTO, van der Werf et al., 2008).
Such a structurewould allow thewider array of relationship types avail-
able in ontologies to be exercised to further reduce the ambiguity inher-
ent in multilingual searches. Development of thesauri pave the way for
creation of ontologies (Almeida and Simoes, 2006; Rajbhandari and
Keizer, 2012) but substantial additional effort to define both core ontol-
ogies and the monolingual ontologies is required. Additional effort is
then required to link each of the ontologies into the core. For this reason
Vanderbilt et al. (2010) recommended that thesaurus-based search be
developed first, both to provide more immediate aid to searching and
to help form the basis for the needed ontologies for a longer-term
solution.

A more radical approach to providing access to multinational data is
to retrieve actual data rather than metadata. This Linked Data approach
combines computational ecology and eco-informatics (Gray, 2009) and
refers to a set of best practices for publishing and interlinking structured
or non-structured data on the web in a machine-readable way
(Berners-Lee, 2006; Heath and Bizer, 2011; Wood et al., 2014). The
Linked Data approach uses a general standard, the Resource Description
Framework (RDF), to make data and metadata amenable to automated
interpretation by computers. Although RDF provides a generic, graph-
based data model encoding data in typed statements called triplets, it
depends on the domain ontology or controlled vocabulary to specify
the concepts and the relationships between concepts in the triplets
(Bizer et al., 2009). Linked Open Data has been tested for ecological re-
search in Taiwanusing amonolingual data catalog (Mai et al., 2011) and
itwas found to be aneffectivewayof sharing awide variety of ecological
data. The multilingual thesaurus developed by the ILTER is a first step
towards building the sorts of ontologies needed to support linked data
approaches in the future.

7. Conclusions

We found that amultilingual thesaurus-based data search capability
could be developed using a web-service-based approach. There remain
some issues regarding completeness of the thesaurus and performance,
but those are issues that are readily addressed. We also found that pro-
cessing metadata documents using existing online automated transla-
tion services, although far from completely accurate, provided enough
information in most cases to support decisions regarding the suitability
for use of specific datasets. There are additional and more sophisticated
approaches that could also be used to support data discovery, but the
thesaurus framework used here can serve as a useful stepping-stone,
as well as a useful interim tool for researchers.
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